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security,
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1. Introduction

salesman
forrnul:ited

Today, a vast amount of critical information
necessw-y
to conduct day-to-day business is found outside the
d:ifiih:ises.

uniform

of

their

all

received

from

Scuttle

uddresses,

within

the lust

to which

he has not yet replied. This query
searching the mailbox
tile containing
the

enables the development
access both information

corporate

with

salesman’s email, as well :is a Customers table stored
in au Access DBMS to identify customers. OLE DB

areus of cc>lnp(>nentiz:ttit>n,

production

effort to define :i set of OLE

provide

a wilesman who wants to be able to Find

to

tr:idition:il.

Microsoft

messages

remote data. In a sense, OLE DB represents an effort

access

th:it

1.1 Access to Diverse Sources

information,

and

hut ;ilso

through the interfaces that support the ,amount
DBMS functionality
appropriate to the data source.

with

The

a DBMS,

access to data stored in diverse infcmmition
sources.
These interfaces allow a data source to share its data

such

interfaces

access and
schema

interfaces

extend

object services framework
hence

DB, an ongoing

query
enable

interfaces

(e.g.,

when :iccessing dat:i from any other information
contiiiner. This p:iper presents an overview of OLE

orthogonal. reusable portions of DBMS functionalist y.
These interfaces define the boundaries
of DBMS
EN
components
such
record
containers,
processors. and transaction coordin:ttors
~:tt

tools

expensive and redundant.
Furthermore,
applications
want to exploit the adv.au~lges of database technology

an open, extensible

f:ictor

productivity

transactions
and security,
as declar:itive
queries,
applications
must move the dam from their original
containing
system into a DBMS.
This process is

will be able to take advantage

Our approach consists of defining

and

spreadsheets. project management,
email). To take
:idv,antage of the heneflts of da~~base techno] og y such

of the benefits of database technology without having
to tr:tnsfer d[it:t from its place of origin to :1 DBMS.
Collection

com

SELECT

Instead,

FROM

this inform:ition
is found in file systems, indexedsequent i a] files (e. g.. Btrieve), personal datalxises (e.g..
Permission to make digitalhard copy of part or all of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made
or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the
title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that
copying is by permission of ACM, Inc. To espy otherwse, to republish, to
post on servers, or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee.

to answer
this query,
which
can
in an extended SQL synt,ax 1 as follows:

Mail,

) m 1,
Customers)

c

WHERE m 1,1.)ate >= dmte( t[dayo,
-2 )
AND m 1.From = c. Emaila&ir AND c.City = “Senttle”
AND NOT EXISTS (SELECT *
) m2
FROM MakeTable( Mail, d:knailh~llith.lllrnf
WHERE m 1.MsgId
= m2.InReplyT(J);

is n[ ]t implemented
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cl:Nllail\srlllth.rnrllf

Access, d:’wccess~nterprise,nlLih,

‘ This syntax was designed

SIGMOD ’96 6/96 Montreal, Canada
01996 ACM 0-89791 -794-419610006 ...$3.50
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m 1.*. c. Address
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of an application
th:it will
sources and :issist the

for illustration

in any product

purposes only. It

that we are aware c~f.

We assume that MakeTabl
that

coerces

table.

the

mail

e is a constntctor

file

It also exposes the Customers

Access

database

function

OLE DB addresses these problems by promoting
an
approach
of componentizing
DBMS
function:ility.

function

(d:hail~mith.mmf)

into

ii

table from

dateo takes ii d:ite and a number

OLE

,an

(d:access’tmterprise.mdb).
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server
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in

sources.
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easy
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DBMS
sources

portions

IMS,

from

Fox).

Non-DBMS

stored in file systems

indexed-sequential
files,
nmmtgement
tools, and
motivation

providers.

diitabase

management

applic:ition

to

decision

needs.

use a particular

to use a particular

the

d:ita

decision
DBMS

stor:ige

by

applications

functionality
monolithic
[additional

do not

pack[iged
DBMS,
Yet,

require

tabular

and semi-structured

resource overhead for functionality

expose their d:ita through

needs
dat:i

to implement
[is

tables.

development
SQL,

is

of
from

the OLE

also

valid

functionality

At

opens

query

only

for

versions

m:iy

lnOdelS (e.g. object-oriented)

data,

Figure

can

for

(see Figure

SQL

DBMSS
manner

its

1). Notice
to

expose
using

using (:)LE

infrtistructure

[7], which

Object Model

reduces unnecessary

sources, but ,also among
existing
progrmnming
environments
and tools. Indeed, OLE DB will be the
way to access d:ita in [i COM environment.

the

Because OLE DB extends the OLE COM services
framework, Section 2 provides ‘an overview of COM.

t:ibular

exposes

architecture

duplication of services ,and provides a higher degree of
interoperability
not only among diverse inform:ition

(e.g.,

consume

that

API

hiyered

(COM)

to expose

components

DBMS

OLE DB lever:iges the OLE Component

of an

a provider

necessary

1. A component

DB interfaces.

a non-

opportunity

processor

,any provider

in a more

Future

they

uniform

the

the functionality

a minimum,
the

that

DB

to provide

OLj3 DB

OLE DB lowers the
dat:i providers
by

the interfaces

geographical)

inform[ition
through

store.

This

enabling

they do

the equivalent

to i~nplement
data

data.

by

functionality

of mission-

SQL. This requires

to implement

SQL engine in the ODBC driver.
entry bar for simple
tabulmthem

footprint

-

Datalxise Connectivity
(ODBC)
[2], impose a high
entry bar for data providers by requiring
them to

n:iti ve to their

not only to adwance

a

critical d;ita stored in systems that are not classified as
DBMSS.
Popular d:ita :iccess APIs, such [is Open

requiring

access. By

to access data,

within
a
commercial,
they are forced to pay

not need. Second, there is a large amount

SQL data provider

data

ziccess among diverse
above, but also help to

OLE DB attempts

access to richer

file

or use all

sources. A
cooperating

an

implies

manager,

contribute

application’s

access to

provide

,artd remote

set of interfaces

to use only the DBMS

need. Initially,

can be discussed

A

query processors, and
th:it
enable
uniform,

for uniform
dam
sources mentioned

applications

DBMSS

These

components

security,

a uniform

access methods, security model, query and scripting
language, query processor, and tra.ns:iction manager.
Often,

function:ility.
of DBMS

transactions,

the goals
information

databases were

DBMSS

of component

DBMS

of

orthogon:il,

data access and updates (rowsets), query
information,
notifications,
catalog

OLE DB components

and gcxils for

component

collection

areas include
processing,
detining

applications
:tnd
data
perspectives:
First, applications
have widely
warying

two

of

extensible
encapsulate

components that consume and produce d[ita through a
uniform
set of interfaces. The OLE DB functional

DB2),

or desktop

reduce

The benefits

and

transactional access to diverse information
DBMS
becomes ii conglomerate
of

[10].

1.2 Component

an open,

factor

such as record cont:iiners,
coordinators
transaction

for

DBMS

Server),

Par{idox,

inform:ititm

DB and Microsoft’s

it

(e.g.,

SQL

many other sources. Initi:il
outlined

make

stored

(e.g., Windows NT, Unix),
email, spreadsheets, project
OLE

to

databases

(e.g.,

m:iy include

sources

data

that

interfaces define the boundaries

tittempts

information

defines

reusable

of days [is

arguments and produces a date.
In general,

DB

interfaces

The

daL~

Section 3 describes the architecture and main interface
,areas of OLE DB. Section 4 presents a compmison
with related work, Section 5 presents conclusions and

that it
their

the OLE

directions

DB interfaces.
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for future work.

2. COM
This

section

concepts.

provides

a

For a detailed

services

convenience

Overview

framework,

summary

discussion

the reader

key

COM

of the COM

of

object

is referred

2.3 Explicit

to [7, X].

The A&iRef

A COM object supports a collection

of interfaces.

An

and [in object. There is no notion
of a COM

of public

object h:ive no knowledge

an

the object

supports.

A COM

signatures

for some other
implement

interf;ice.
prescribes
objects

can

free

the

COM’S

it no longer needs.

memory

re:iches zero,

occupied

by

the

of the interf:ice.

Allocation

When

of

ownership

:illoc:itetl

memory

is

passed

that the memory
:illocator.”
Most

CoGetM:illoc.

2.5 Error
COM
API

carries
no
the function

chiss to implement.

COM

pointer

2.4 Memory

function

of :ibstr:ict chisses in C++. Th:it is, an interface is :i
C++ cLiss th:it conttiins nothing
but pure virtual

:ipplic:itions

the

gener:il purpose access to the task :illocator is provided
through the IM:illoc interstice instxnce returned hy the

the intertlice mechxnism. An interf:ice is not :in object,
nor ;tn object chiss. Interf:ices are closer to the concept

The
only

represent

through an interf:ice, COM requires
be :illoc:itwl
with :i specific “task

object m:iy support multiple interf:iccs. A COM object
is any structure th:it exposes its functionality
through

member
functions.
implement~ition
and

object

implernentmion

ii precletined group of rehited functions tkit :i COM
object implements, but does not necessw-ily represent
th:it

and Release methods

When the reference count of an interf:ice

C’OM uses the term “interface”
in ii sense different
t’rom
th:it
typicxill y
used
in
object-oriented
progmmming
with C++, In C++, interface describes
:ill the ti.uwtions :i ckiss supports. A COM interf:ice is

the functions

h:ive

Reference Counting

Release on each interf:ice

of

the internal
d:it:i
structures
of the object;
all
interactions with the object ‘are through its interfaces.

:ill

by COM

a QueryInterf:ice
call,
the object
incre:ises
the
reference count of th:it interf:ice. The client must c;ill

interface is a strongly typed semantic contract between
state. Clients

provided

explicit reference counting mechanism to control the
life-cycle of objects. Every time :m object hands an
interf:ice pointer to {i client, for insturtce :is ii result of

2.1 Interface

a client

functions

prefix “CO” (e.g., CoCre:iteInst<ance).

Handling

interf:ice
functions

member

functions

use a specific

and COM

convention

for

library
error

codes in order to pass back to the c~iller both :i useful
return value and an indic:ition
of st:itus or error

C++

inform:ition.

hy inheriting

For example, it is useful for :i function

to

these function sign:ttures from one or more interfaces,
overriding e:ich intertiice function, and providing
an

he ctip:ible of returning [i Boolean result (true or f:ilse)
{is well {is indicate failure or success. HRESULT is the

implemen~ition

result type used by all COM interf:ices.

of e:ich function.

An HRESULT

is :i 32-hit wilue divided up into four fields. One hit
indic:ites the severity (success or error), 2 bits are

2.2 IUnknown

reserved, 13 hits indicxite the group of status codes this
IUnknown

is :i speci~il interface

th;it is the root of :ill

error belongs to (e.g., stor:ige, disp:itch,

COM
interf:ices.
It
cmntiiins
three
methods:
QueryInterf:ice,
AddRef, and Release. QueryInterf:ice
is the method called hy ii client on a server object to
:isk whether

the object

process of interrog:iting
supports
through
sometimes referred
server

object

client

a pointer

pointer

function

to

t:ible

an interf:ice.

2.6 Registry

The

an object for the interfaces

it

the QueryInterf~ice
method
is
to :is in r[~rfucc ILe~ut iu[ioll. If the

supports

an

supports

to it.

the interf:ice,
A pointer

.armiy of method
in C++ terms-of

then

it returns

to an interf:ice

pointers-ii
till the

RPC), and 16

bits describe the reason for the error.

the

The registr:ition

d:it:ib:ise,

system, registers

every component

stored in every Windows
object :ivail:ihle

in

:i m:ichine. E:ich component ckiss h:is :i unique ckiss
ID (CLSID). The entire registry d:itah;ise :is well ;is
e:ich entry in the d:it:ih:ise h:is [i hierarchic:il
structure.
The inform;ition
included
in e:ich registry
entry

is ii

virtuiil
methods

includes:

the component’s

CLSID,

a friendly

name

supported by the interf:ice.
It en:ibles clients to
n:ivig:ite through the multiple interf:ices supported hy
an object. By convention, OLE prefixes the name of [ill

dissociated with the component, and the form in which
the component code is ptickaged (e.g., iis :i dynamic
link library or execut:ible). OLE DB components will

interf:ices

:ilso include special registry keys to indicate the type of
provider, and the dim formits it c:m interpret.’

with

the

letter

“I.”

Also,

many

of

the
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2.7 Other COM Services

such :is user ID :md p:issword (for cases when the d:iui
source
does
not
exists
in
:m
:iuthentic:ited

Other services provided by COIvl include structured
intelligent
names
(monikers),
storage.
persistent

environment)
[is well :is the n,atne of the d:it:i source
(file or d:tt:ib:ise) umt:iining
the d:it:i to be :iccessed.

uniform data transfer, andaccess toCOM objects from
Each interf:ice
definition
programming
languages.

Once ii DSO h:is been successfully initialized,

the DSO

exposes the interf:ices:

which

prescribes an order in which

client ctan query the capabilities of ;i provider. These
c:ipabilities
include the interfaces,
rowset properties
(e.g..
scrolhibilit y),
trans:iction
properties
(e.g.,
isolation levels).
SQL dizilects, command oper:itions

inside
lxisis

the methods must occur

the interface virtual table; this provides the
for binary
compatibility
of COM
objects

developed in multiple

programming

languages.

(e.g.,

3. OLE DB Components
Before

starting

components.

ii

discussion

OLE

DB

components

DB

interfactz

this

he

DB

thiit

data

DB

d:iui

DB interf:ice.
broadly

into

which

DSO,

operators),

supports;

[i

,artd

<and (b)

[i session object can

through

which

a

client

access to the dar:i source, m:iy expose the

describing

interf:ice

[ill

d:it:i

which

returns

sources accessible

:i

to the

sources published

in the registry.

The

session

two

object acts [is a rowset generator, comm,and gener:itor,
and tramxiction generator. A d:ita provider that does

DB

not support commands

is any OLE

form viii the ro wset :ibstraction.

search

provider

through

The

through

DSO. In some w:iys, this rowset represents :i view of

is any softw,are

provider

text

a

IDBEnumer:iteSources
rowset

IOpenRowset

daui ,and wishes to expose its tkita

owns

in :i t:ibtilar

OLE

created.

initializes

consumes

includes

can be classified

tubulur

A

provider

OLE

code that

th:it exposes an OLE
providers

chisses.

the

A provider

themselves.

component
OLE

or zipplication

joins,

options

IDBCreateSession

we need to define :i few terms. A client is

any piece of system
an

on

left-outer

security

(:i) IDBInfo

which

(described

interface

which

below)

enables

exposes the
providers

to

expose their thit:i as ro wsets.

is

defined

kiter in this section. Examples of’ t:ihulw d~it:i
DBMSS,
storage
providers
include
rel:itional
managers,
prolider
d:ita,

spreadsheets, IS AMs, and em:iil.
is any OLE

hut enc:ipsulates

consuming

some

d~ita through

provider
of

DB component

is both

service

OLE

D:ita

command

stored

A service
Examples
tree

to

p,arsers.
:md

in

text

+

TRANsL4-tloN

ROW
CACHE

lAccessor

“

\

transaction

-J

1===1
.

provider-specific

Data providers

,

J&!&

query

or

to know which providers

:iccess clat:i in wh:it form:its.

lROws~
lColumns
Info *

,and

SQL Server, Access, Mail,

Excel and it is important
the registry indic:ite

query

managers,
is

such as Or;icle,

fcx-mats

by producing

DB interfaces.

below).

trzmsaction

coorciin:itors.

A scr~’{ CC’

does not own

and a provider.

include

(discussed

processors,

service

a consumer

providers

transl;itors

th:it

Figure 2. Rowset Object

can

listed in

3.2

Rowsets

the d:it:i formats they can read.
Rowsets are the unifying

[ibstra~tion

th:it en:ibles [ill

3.1 Connections

OLE DB d:it:i providers to expose ihita in t:ibitlar form.
Conceptu:illy,
ii rowset is :i multi-set of rows where

The OLE DB connection model defines how dat:i anti
service providers
are located and activated.
TWCI
objects are the basis for the OLE DB connection
(DSO) ,and the session
model:
the data source object

e:ich row h:is columns of d:it:i. Base t:ible providers
present their d:it:i in the form of rowsets. Query
processors present the result of queries in the form of
rowsets. This w:iy it is possible to hiyer components

object. To :iccess an OLE DB provider, :i client must
tirst instantiate
a DSO. Each d:ita provider
is

that consume or produce dat:i through
the s,arne
:ibstractiort. The most b:isic ro wset object exposes three
interf:ices:
IRowset,
which
contains
methods
for
iter:iting through the rows in the rowset sequentially,
IAccessor, which permits the definition
of groups of
column bindings describing the way in which t:ibular

identified
registry

by [i unique class identifier
and

is

CoCre:iteInstance
of the

object

instantiated
function,

through

DSO

exposes

the

client

uses to provide

the

by
which

object’s

IDBInitialize
b;isic

(CLSID)

c:illing
creates
class
interf:ice

;iuthentic[ition

the

in the
OLE

an instance
f:ictory.

The

which

the

d:it:i is bound to client
progrmn
vari:ibles;
and
IColttmnsInfo,
which provides inform:ition
about the

inform:ition
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columns

of the rowset.

traversed

sequentially

Using IRowset,
in

a

data may be

bi-direction[il

information

m,anner

within

depending on the properties of the rowset. Figure 2
illustrates the dat[i structures [i generic rowset object

th:it

capture

m:iy
support.
For
to c:ipture the ;ibility

rows. In :iddition,

expose richer

row

rowset

properties

exmnple,
to insert,

columns

[i

buffer, the offset

where the provider

when

there are rowset interf:ices
n:ivig:ition

models,

such as

for

OLE

objects, the client

is fetched.
structures.

An

c,an :ilso

to the client

accessor defines

[i

It permits clients to define

simultaneous access to multiple columns and enables
providers
to optimize
access to these multiple
columns.

3.4 Commands

of an IOpenRowset: :OpenRowset

In

method c:ill to {i d:ita source (e.g., t:ible, index, file, in-

OLE

DB,

m,anipukition

memory structure).

dafii
(DML)

definition

(DDL)

statements

and

,are referred

d:ita
to as

commands. A comm,and object encapsuhites the query
processing
services available
in today’s
DBMSS.
interfaces
warious
expose
Comm<wd
objects
representing different pieces of functionality
of a query

‘ROw;:::~

k-’=

processor including

Index Pages

lColumnlnfo
lRowsetNewRows

the object

group of binding

represent the result of :i query for providers that
support query f:icilities.
Second, they are exposed
:is a result

conmining

request the interface that must be returned

there are
delete, and

direct access and scrollability.
Rowset objects are
generally manufactured in one of two ways. First, they

directly

d:it:i structure

the column wilue in the client’s
buffer, (and the
precision ,and scale for values of type numeric. For

Other rowset interfiices

modify

the client’s

must pkice the d:it:i, the amount of sp:ice :iwiilable

m:iy support.

provider
interf:ices

such [is the rowset column being :iccessed,

the dat:i type expected in the client’s

query formulation,

execution. Figure 4 illustrates
processor.

DMS Pages

a typic[il

valid:ition,

and

OLE DB query

lUni nown

lRowsetDelete

Figure 3. Index object
Indexes

(Figure

3) c,an be viewed

its rowsets

whose

rows are formed from index entries with the. additional
property

of allowing

rows within

a range

efficient

access to contiguous

of keys. Indexes

are OLE

DB

objects used primarily by query processor components.
Indexes abstuict
the function:ility
of B-trees or
indexed-sequential

files. Indexes in OLE DB represent

Figure 4. Command

Object

an interesting way in which common functionality
is
reused
among
with
d[itii
different
storage

The m:iin purpose of [i comm,and object is to execute a

characteristics.

command.

Indexes

,are

IRowset interface;

information

is

the

obutined

via

traversed

the

about the index entries

ICohunnsInfo

insertions and deletions
IRowsetNewRows
and

using

interf:ice;

are performed
IRowsetDelete

Queries are comm,ands that return results in

the form of a rowset.

,and

commands

through the
interf:ices,

th:it

Data definition

do not

return

commands

rowsets

table, index, or view). Comnmnds

(e.g.,

are

create

c,an be expressed in

respectively.

the form of text (typically ANSI SQL-92), or in the
form of {i command tree. A command tree, which is :i

3.3 Data Binding and Accessors

mixture of parse tree and algebr:i expression, is a data
th:it
structure
whose nodes represent
oper:itors

D:it:i binding
in a client
parameter
binding

structure
in

a stored

structure

it expects
to the

describes the rehitionship
‘and a rowset
procedure.

to communicate

the data to be transferred

client’s

buffer.

The

binding

column
A

consume and produce
data. The types of d:ita
manipuhited by these oper:itors include table (ordered,

between a field
client

value,
uses

to the provider
from

or

unique, hierarchical),
Boole,an.

the
how

Command

the provider

structure

:iwiihible

includes
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objects

sc:ilm
:ilso

(constants,

expose

in ii query processor

other

row),

,and

functionality

such as the ability

to

v:didatt

ii

formulate

comm:md

synt:icticall

parwneterized

y

queries,

or

sem:mticztll

define

equivalently

y,

cc}nsumpt ion limits during execution,
request properties and interfaces on the rowsets

gO:lls Ot’ WSOUIW

ml

resulting
An

from commands.

OLE

client

DB

w:mting

the

request.

to use the services of a

(c)

pass

the

text

comm:tnd object. (d) request optimization
specify resource consumption
limits during
limits),

(LO>t

(e) request

properties

to

or an :umiy

of a command

of rowsets

l_e

OLE DB clients can request

IRowset,

IAccessor,

n:ivigate
the rowset in a forward-only
Requesting
tht
“hi-directional”
rowset

property enables a client to navigate the rowset in both

results in a rowset

rowsets puts additional requirements on the creation of
the rowset
object
to support
this
functionality

representing

DBOP_p

query formttkition,

they
The

directions.

:i hierarchic:d

lement

DBoPJl_element
.

Notice

that

supporting

hi-directional

efficiently.
A forward-only
rowset can be fed directly
from the query execution plan output. A hi-directional
rowset
may require
miiterializing
the result.
In
addition to the default interf:ices, a client may request
interf:tces to enable direct positioning
within a rowset

NULL
~p,,.,
DBOP_select

During

minimum,
manner.

by

result (linked
tables). The user an
then use the
methods of the rowset to mtvigate the contents of the
rmvset as required.
P_prO]
ect
nBO
DBoPJl_anchOr
I

Rowset Properties

exposes the m.a.ndatory interfaces

goals or
execution

the resulting rowset objects including
interfaces
will expose. and (i] execute the command,
successfitl execution

3.4.1

and IC’olumnsInfo described earlier. The basic IRowset
interface supported by all rowsets allows clients to, at

the

to be supportect

tree as shown in

cert,ain properties
to be satisfied
by the rowsets
resulting from a query. Common properties include
the set of’ interfaces to be supported by the resulting
rowset objects. Any rowset returned from [t query

comm:md object typidly
follows the following
steps:
(:i) obtain
xn intert’:ice
to the command
object,
t}Tically
IComm:mdText.
(b) build
a text string
representing

expressed by a comnmnd

Figure 5.

optimiz:ttion

vi:t booktn,wks

,

(IRowsetLocate),

scrollabilit

y (IRowset

Scroll), immedi;ite updzitability of rows (IRowsetNew
Rows, IRowsetDelete,
IRowsetChan.ge),
deferred (or
batch)

updatahilit

of

y

rows
of
to

asynchronous
popul:ttion
Asynch),
,a.nd the ability

,

. –..—–.
l.e~emenc

4

i DB 0P

1

DBOP.B

NULL

scalar

~1

I

a

DBOP_9C:

NULL

_sc3.lilr_l

N7Tr r
....,

NW

Figure

4.

co

rowsets,

processors

to

parallel

it

is

process

queries.
query

processor,

text-stx-rch

to

distributed,

It

specialized

is

1

I

*
“1
NULL

consume
compose

:dso

possible
(e.g..

to

query processors,

express

queries:

applications
express

using
(a)

conummd

they

and tools

queries:

provide

(b)

comm:md

design

trees

Cust
Priority

the

text

omerNzune
>

5

query

“SELECT

model

are

Optimization

the

rowset

to

box

more

having

feasible

WHERE

ORDER

BY

c:m

Execution

OLE DB clients can

goals enable clients to specify the critical

limited

main

memory

may

wish

to

optimize for low memory consumption at the expense
of network messages. A client running on [i laptop
may wish
to optimize
battery
consumption
by
suggesting the query processor to deliver the first

city,

Customer

and

resources f(>r which it is important
to optimize. For
exwnple, a client application running on a TV set top

f{>r

tools)

(.hals

As part of the query formuhition,

to

FROM

City;”

of

also specify cert:iin optimization
,and execution goals
to be met
by a query
processor
component.

extensible
thzn text (it is txisier to extend the
capabilities
of a provider by adding a new oper:ttor
node than to extend the syntax of text). As an
exunple.

columns

Limits

compose

SQL
query
geographical

a single

some

that
for

the rest read-only.

Optimization

3.4.2

or

trees as a way

(e. g., QBE-like

make

properties
interfaces,

and

or image query processors). Clients can also forrnul:ite
qu cries in the form of command trees. There are two
:tdvltlt ages for

to

Mditional
of certain

query

heterogeneous,

processors

exzmple,

I

updatable ml

objects

possible

5

tDBOp
NULL

)mmanrt Tree

Not ice that because command
produce

also possible to request
speci:ilize
the tmhavmr

II

alar_id

,rc~ ity”
F

overriding the isolation level of the transaction within
which the rowset is accessed (IRowsetLockRows).
It is

I

ldi

(IRowsetUpd:ite),

the rowset (IRowset
lock individual
rows

execution

optimization

be
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time.

plan

obtained

within

1() ms of

Execution

limits

enable

clients

to request

query processor not spend execution
[i cert:iin
“query

point.

execution

query processor

the

time.

s.” A client

to stop execution

limits

limit

Abort)

method

underne:ith

of

resources

memory,
time,

for

limits

which

m:iy

1/0, or network

number

speciiied

goals

include:

creating

or

of’ bytes, number

OLE DB providers

their own provider-specific

resources or units

of

:i

on e:ich OLE

including

other objects created

or rowsets),

,are p,art of the

control

policies,

(after commit)

,and resource

retention

that clients may request when

a transaction.

OLE DB providers
options

do not need
defined.

client can interrogate the tmnsaction cap:ibilities
provider through the IDBInfo interfiice.

of rows, and so on.

enabling

outside

committed

to support all possible tm.nsaction

CPU.

messages. The units include

Both lists ,are extensible,
to Mine

optimiziition

be

c:ills,

it (commands

concurrency
behavior

execution

is

tmnsaction. The StartTr,ansaction
method supports a
rich set of options defining
warious isolation levels,

the query the client may then choose to stop, :ibort, or
resume execution.
The

session

or coordimited tr,am+iction, [ill the work done under the
session, between the StartTrans:iction
,and Commit (or

10

it suspends execution

[i

DB method c:I1l. When [i session object enters [i 10C:I1

seconds of CPU time, or after computing
the 1(XM
result row, or :ifter h:iving transmitted
1(XI KB of
result d:im over :i network. Once the query processor
re:iches the execution

created,

and till the work done under the scope of

the session is immetii:itely

act as

m:iy order the

after re:iching

When

trans:iction

resources beyond

In ii sense, execution
governor

that

For providers

that support nested tm.mictions,

ITr,ansactionLocal::

3.5 Schema

tramxiction begins a new nested transaction below the
:: Commit
or :: Abort
Calling
current
transaction.
methods on ITr,ansactionLoczil
commits or iiborts the

OLE DB clients obtain c:itdog information
through
the IDBSchem.aRowset
intertlice.
This
interface
enables clients to request information
about types,
tables, columns, indexes, views, triggers, assertions

transaction

3.6.2

conttxm

92 st,and,ard. We will

not

describe

in

distributed

the

model

,and interf~ices

for

coordinating

this

p:iper.

transaction

Complete

coordinator

details

of

as implemented

the
in

the SQL Server product V6.5 are given in [6].

of e:ich schem:i rowset further in this paper.

3.7 Notifications
OLE

DB

transaction

defines

[i

basic

management.

of work have the atornicity,

set

of

A transaction

to define units of work within

interfaces

DB

These units
isolation,

concurrency control policies to ,allow more
access to data ~arnong concurrent clients.

running

,and

well

known

“OLE

and

clients.

Currently,

controls”
,among OLE
OLE

models: loca/ notific:itions

DB
and

dutu source notifications.
Local notific:itions

flexible

are used by groups of cooperating

clients shtaring a rowset. All clients .artd the rowsetgenerating :iction tare assumed to be working within
the same trans:iction.
Local
notifications
enable

in the

clients

sh,aring a rowset

to be informed

:ibout fictions on the rowset perfbrrned by their peers.
For example, consider a form containing
two d:ita

context of a resource mamiger.
A provider
that
supports trans:ictions
exposes the ITransactionLocal
interface
on the session object.
ITransactionLoc:il::
StartTransaction

[i

model to allow notifications

components

cooper:iting

refer to trans:ictions

uses

defines two notitic:ition

Local Transactions

Loc:il trans:ictions

DB

notifications

enables clients

{i provider.

concurrency,

for

dur:ihility
(ACID)
properties
[3]. They allow the
specification of v,arious isolation levels ,and optimistic

3.6.1

:i

further

3.6 Transactions
OLE

Transactions

transactions among multiple (possibly distributed) (kit:i
providers. Distributed
transactions ,are not discussed

The schem:is of these ctitalog rowsets are based on the
SQL

at the lowest level, respectively.

Distributed

detines

;md t:ibles, constr:iints

and columns, columns ‘and domains).
All catalog
inform:ition
is presented to the client through rowsets.
ANSI

an existing

another effort within Microsoft
OLE Trans:ictioris,
which is separ:ite from, but synergistic with OLE DB,

and constraints, statistics, character sets, collations,
and domains, [is well :is some other relationships
mnong these (e.g., constraints

with

calling

(e.g., b:ittery consumption).

Information

StartTransaction

A

of ii

controls (widgets); one displ[iying d:it~i in a grid and
the other displaying
dat:i as :i two dhnenskmil
histogrmn. Both controls receive their d:it:i from the
s:une rowset, and oper:ite indlvidu:illy
as clients of the

A call to the
method begins [i

trans:iction on the session object. A session object m:iy
be inside or outside of [i transaction at ,any point in

rowset
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object.

An

end-user

m:iy

communic:ite

an

update to the rowset through

the grid

control.

notific;ition

Local

contr:icts

notitic:itioris
will
enable the other control
to he
informed of these changes as they occur giving it the
opportunity
to update the histogram
as appropriate,

typic:il

ultimately
providing
a consistent view of the data
within
the form. Clients register their interest in
local
notifications
though
receiving
the

source notifications.

IConnectionPointCointain&r
of’ local
notifications
imerf:ice,

which

is

events<
tire designed

to

DB

isolation
levels
to unpredict:ihle

Data Access

enables

efficient

and

transp:went

:iccess

boundary”

bound,wy.

We

refers

to

distinguish

[i
two

process

or

forms

of

data remoting

and obje(’t (or iruerfuce)
In ckit:i remoting, :i provider driver exposing

details :ibout communic:ition
protocol, &iili tr:msfer
format, and the provider’s n:itive interface c:ills are
handled intern:illy by the driver. An example of this

do not
results,

;ippro:ich

would be an OLE DB provider

accessing :i

SQL DBMS vi:i ODBC. In other words, the process or
m:ichine boundary cuts through the provider’s driver.

being read by other concurrent
transactions.
Upon
notiticxition,
the client can request a list of ch,anges
:ipplic:ition

the two

OLE DB interf:ices is present on the client site. All
interaction with the provider is through the driver. All

does not allow upd:ites to d:it:i

An interesting

6 illustr:ites

clients and providers
across process and
bottndmies. In the following
discussion, the

“process

remoting:
remoting.

clients running under different
transactwn contexts in
either read committed
or re:id repe:it~ihle isokition
levels.
D:ita
source
notiticfitions
under
re:id

from the d:it:i provider.

OLE

machine

enable clients to be notified
about changes to the
undtr]ying
data source origimitect by orher concurrent

the latter by definition

Remote

term

(watches)

uncommitted
or serializable
make sense: the. former lexls

3.8

between
machine

called by the rowset object upon

Data smtrce notifications

:is needed. Figure

between :i rowset supporting

types of notificzitions :md three clients. Clients 1 and 2
receive local notifications,
Client
3 receives d:it:i

(ICPC) interface. Clients
support
the IRowsetNotify

occurrence of interesting

plumbing

The client/provider

of

rekitionship

is entirely

within

a

tkit:i source notifications
is the support of replic:ited
ikit:i or m:iterializeil
views. The client code m:iy
represent an incremental
refresh algorithm
th:it is
triggered

by the notific:ition.

The client

code requests

the list of chxnges from the dat:t source (the deltas).
Upon arriwil

of the list of changes, the client code can

compute an incremental

:ilgorithm

to bring the replic:i

or materi:ilized
view up to date. Clients register their
interest in receiving d:ita source notifications
though
the IConnectionPointCointainer
source
notificzitions
(l:it;i

interf:ice.

Clients

support
IRowset W:itchNotif’y
interf:icc which is c:tllwt
rc)wset object upon occurrence of changes
unckxlying

Figore 7. Clients always call in-process
are always called by in-process code.

d:it:i sounx.
lUn

lRowset

of-

the
by the
to the

nown

In interfiice remoting, art OLE DB provider is running
remotely in a different
process. Interf:ice rexnoting

f

o—

,;::$;;;$?

~m

ICPC

iii’‘0

Figure
Notifications

‘“”’C’)

k

(Source)

6. Rowset

supporting

code; objects

~m
“F7H%7

provides the infrastructure
and mechanisms to allow a
method in voc:it ion to return ,an interf:ice pointer to an
object created in a different process. The infr:istructure
th:it performs the remoting of interfzices is transp:umt
to both the client and the server object. Neither the.

yL_!2!YJ

client or server ObJeCtare :iwme that the other party is
in :i different process. Network OLE, another COM
technology lever:iged by OLE DB, provides an open
specific:ition and reference implemen~ition
of such an
infr:istructure.
Figure
7 illustrates
tie
v:u-i~>us

notifications.

in OLE DB define :i txisic mechanism

on

which
to implement
:ictive
d:it:ilxise
heluivior.
IRowsetNotify
and IRowsetWatchNotify
represent two.

configur:itions
exist.

wnong many, possible notific:ition
contr:icts between
sources and sinks.
Providers
may define
other
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in which

client and provider

code m:iy

The proxy/stub
marshaling

agents are agents that

arguments

and optimize

take care of

across the process boundary,

:idditional

by trying to hide

:iuthentic:ition
:iuthentication

and stubs mayva.ry in complexity. Simple proxy/stub
pairs provide marshaling
of arguments
to method

over

the network,

:iuthentic~ite

the

service

system (e.g., Windows

which

problems.

security
implies

The design of proxies and
optimiztition
problem. Proxies

access over the network

thelatencyan dhndwidth.
stubs is ,an open-ended

to the provider

presents

Domain-bused

:ivailability

provided

by

of

the

NT). In this environment,

themselves to the domain

an

operating
users

by providing

[i

calls. Sophisticated
proxy/stubs may provide clientside caching combined with bulk data tr,ansfer over the

password when logging into the system. Once the user
is :iuthentic:ited
to the domain, the domain provides
identification
information
on beh,alf of the user in a

process boundary

trusted

even include

to minimize

lmxcarring

optimizing
network
method calls.
Providers

network

of method

trips

:icross

trips, or may

calls [3], thereby
multiple

interface

Support

may choose to implement

their remote data

ODBC where all process ‘and network

wishing
of

DB

3.9.2

communications

objects.

OLE

boundaries

DB

implementations

are free to implement

agents using the network

protocol

process
of

Security

permission

violation

3.9.3

among users, groups, and resources. The role of
security in OLE DB is to: (a) expose the relewant

layer

they run,

security

(b) provide

interfaces

view of security.

3.9.1

Authentication

OLE DB allows
authentication
mechanisms
depending
on the

through
layer that

users,

codes from

method

if the call w:is successful or ii
defined

of RPC

calls

by Network
between

OLE

proxies

of objects, ,and impersonation

to
(and
of

Administration

Security

administr:ition

is concerned

and revoking

with

of permissions

m,amiging

among users,

groups, roles, and any provider-specific
object (dam or
code).
D:it:i providers supporting
comm:inds (e.g.,

a

IComm,andText)
process
security
administr:ition
requests formulated by clients using SQL GRANT and

through

which the underlying
security functionality
can be
made available to OLE DB clients, and (c) to provide a
unified

among

occurred. OLE DB leverages [i set

interfaces

security

the granting

encapsulated
in the security
data providers or the underlying
of

is modeled

is concerned with the
defined

gets return

stubs, the launching

system on which

which

clients by servers.

OLE DB defines interfaces that support authentication,
authorization,
and secure administration
of access

operating

only

determining

control

pass-through

or :iccess control,

invoc:itions
of security

security functionality
models of individual

(SSPI)

of the privileges

and the client

their choice.

3.9

Interstice

service
Security

groups,
roles,
services,
etc.
In
most
cases,
authorization
is enforced internally
by the provider

own remoting

or optimization

assumes

Authorization

Authorization,

Providers

across

their

Provider

enforcement

to have a tighter control over the performance

their

authentic:ition

the type of :iuthentic:ition
mechanism they wish to use.
They can :ilso request the quality of service they expect
when communic:iting
to the provider :icross a network.

are managed internally by the ODBC driver. Interface
remoting
will be offered as a library
of generic
pairs for all OLE

Distributed

:ifter DEC’s General Security Support API.
In OLE
DB, clients call the IDBInitialize
interface to request

access by either approach. An OLE DB Softw~are
Development
Kit
(SDK)
will
provide
reference
implementations
of da~~ and interface remoting. Data
remoting will be offered as an OLE DB provider over

proxy/stub

m,anner.

the existence of a distributed
mtthentictition
such [is the one provided
by Microsoft’s

REVOKE

smternents.

Daui providers

not supporting

expose
the
IDBAccessControl
comm,ands
m:iy
interface
which conttiins
methods to get and set
permissions
among
objects,
users, <and groups.
IDBAccessControl
is defined for cases where multiple

different
enforces

providers,
enforcement

authentication:
oper:iting
system. network,
or dat:i
provider. Ln password-bused authentication,
the client

etich

supporting

mechanisms,

its

own

are composed

security
or kiyered.

Since each d:ita provider h:is its own domain sp:ice of
privileges, users, and objects, OLE DB provides tan

:iuthenticates itself to the d:it[i provider by supplying :i
nmne and password. The dat:i provider
enforces
:iuthentictition
in this c:ise. When the client <and
provider operate in-process, passwords can be p:issed

extensible

mechanism

to

model

the

difference

in

models where each type of privilege, user, and object
type is defined by a global unique identifier
(GUID).
In addition, OLE DB defines the IDBTmsteeAdmin
interf:ice defined for the :idministration
of trustees. A

directly to the provider. In situations where [i network
connection is involved, then the Pissword must be sent
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trustee may be a user, group, role, agent, or service.
The IDBTrusteeA@nin
interface detines methods for

address

creating

diverse information

and

membership
permissions,

deleting
in

trustees,

trustee

popukite

collections,

However. the Open O(3DB project does not attempt to

amJ test

query

and manage trustee affiliations

the issues in

providing

uniform

access to

sources.

trustee
to groups

OLE DB is :ilso related to Open Database Connectivity

or roles. We decided to add this interface since there
was no standard interface (e. g., SQL) to
manage
trustees in a system.

(ODBC) [2]. They are simil:u in that they are both
APIs designed to provide access to a wide range of
data providers. OLE DB and ODBC are synergistic
rather than competing technologies. ODBC is an API

4. Related Work

designed to provide :iccess to SQL data in a multiplatform environment. OLE DB is designed to provide

OLE DB is related
DBMS architectures.

access to data

t:ictor
within

to previous work on extensible
Genesis [1] was an early effort to

areas of independently
a DBMS.

It

contains

reusable

functionality

components

defining

query hmguage parsing for SQL and QUEL, file access
methods, recovery, and concurrency control policies.

command

Genesis

providers

provides

a

compiler-compiler

tool produces code implementing

a DBMS

the various components
Genesis
represents

DBMS

with

ODBC,

by mixing

interf:ices

constructing

project

a family

cxmsists of two

kinds

at Tex:is

Instruments

of OLE DB

to ODBC.

non-SQL

DB

ODBC

provides

requires

all

providers

have

As a result

build

y they natively

providing

data providers

need to expose only the OLE DB interf:ices
ftmctionalit

to

to an SQL engine in their
data. In contrast, OLE DB

for each layer.

ODBC

open,

OLE

factors various Liyers of DBMS functionality

available in the
a
significant

within the Genesis DBMS generator tool, and the
gener:it ed components cannot be used outside the tool
since its output is a single, monolithic piece of code.

an

equivalent

functiontility
equiwdent
drivers to share their

the DBMS

developed

environment.

to expose an SQL model of data. To comply

:ichi evement in the mwi of component DBMSs, it has
some shortcomings.
The interfaces are not open for
third parties to reuse or extend; they are only known

The Open 00DB

a COM

trees. A subset profile

functionality

generation tool that enables a database designer to
configure a DBMS from high-level specifications. The
and matching
While
tool .

in

subsumes all the functionalist y of ODBC, but it also
adds new features such [is a richer and shamble cursor
model
via rowsets,
notific:itions.
watches,
and

that reflect

implement.

For

example, a tabular data provider must support rowsets
am-l can ignore the command
interf:ices.
Because
is now an ANSI/ISO

ODBC will continue
stand,ard SQL data.

standard,

to be the preferred

we expect tluit
w:iy to access

[11]

extensible
of OODBS.

architecture
for
The ,architecture

of services.

First,

OMG’S Object Services Architecture

[9] consists of an

object request broker and a collection of services that
communicate through the broker. Some of the object

the metti-

services

include

persistence,

transactions,

naming,

architecture
service houses a collection
of support
modules providing
abstr:ictions
for typeless object

queries, relationships,

containers
translation,

object services ,architecture is more directly related to
OLE/COM.
OLE DB is the collection of chits :iccess

(address
space
managers),
type repository. and communi~itions.

meta-,architecture
defining

:ilso includes

events, event monitors

object
The

an infrastructure
(sentries),

events, and security.

The OMG

services for COM.

for

and actions
Starburst

to be called as a result of those events. Sentries
represent the mechanism that allows services, built on

uses t:ible

functions,

which

are a kind

of

user-defined functions, as a mechanism to import data
residing outside the database and to present it as ii

top of the support modules, to be plugged into the
Open 00DB
framework.
Second, the architecture
includes
an extensible
collection
of services that
implement policies (called policy managers) in various
ftmctionalit y dimensions. There are policy managers
for persistence., transactions,
queries, remote data

virtual table [5]. These virtual tables can be filtered,
joined with other tables, and similarly manipulated by
the full power of SQL without actttall y h:iving to store
that data in the database. In Starburst, the code
implementing
:my user-defined
function
must be
linked with the rest of the Starburst system. It is not

access, and change maruigement.
The Open 00DB
project is similm- to the ccllnp(>nentiz:iti(>n goals of
OLE DB, but it is different in that it supports object
models based on the type systems of C++ and CLOS

clear from the description in [5] what information
the
implementor
of a table function must expose to :illow
the resulting function tables to be regarded :is regulm

which

tables. OLE

are richer

than

OLE

DB’s

tabular

model.

open
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DB aims at making
does

not

require

all these interf:ices

linking

a

provider’s

implementiition

of a rowset

with

a query

processor
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Appendix.

A Rowset Traversal

Example

The purpose of this :ippendix is to illustrate a simple OLE DB pro~r,am tkit reads a t:ible through a mwset,
printing e:ich row :ilong the wiiy. Familiarity
with C++, and OLE is assumed. Code to check status nnd errors after
with OLE Gill is omitted for clarity. The OLE DB interfiices are targeted to DBMS developers, tool builders, and
independent

system vendors. It is not an interf;ice

for :ipplic:ition

like C++ or Visual Basic will be done through higher-level

// Define

...
// Initialize
(:rjI1-jiti:~lize

all variables

used in the program,

programmers.

Bindings

not shown

OLE
(NULL)

;

Instantiate a DSO for an email data provider
((< L:”: IIl_M:,
ilE]l-nvi:lel
,
(’III ‘L-r:it~I1lct,~lj(:e
//

II1~_I1lBIlliti,~lize,
//

Initialize

l’I1lBI1lit-

U,(.’L:;

(<TX_ L()(’AL_!;

&l,I[lBI]:ir

; ;

ERVEF(,

the DSO for email data provider
Initidlizy(

‘Jsmit, )l”,

~~L,,:~:3:3w(-)1,1,~ ,

to high-level

langu:iges

object models such w Dat:i Access Objects (DAO)

“,- : \n\.3il

\,:7nli

Request the lDBCreateSession
interface
(~lll~L”YIIlt+Lf.~(”’e
(I IIl_IIIB(.’
l~.ltei~e:::ic)Il,
L&KIIDB( ’:.;)
~-’II)~Illlt// Create a session
returning a pointer to its 10penRowset
interface
~-,II)EN‘$:– .(7L+”ite:”;e:::
-:i(>]l
(NIJLL , II I)_ I(”)~wnRr)ws-t.
, &~, IO Iell RoWset

t}l.l[~llif”

//
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;
) ;

) ;

[4].

// Read the rows;
while

100 rows at a time into the rowset

(:~lJ(’{ ’E E[lE1)(
},iY

llL=[.,

IROW:3et

-

(:vFNe>:tR[-~w:-:

l:IF.r>w:net

Convenience

– .GetI),.aF,:i

function

F’Li!lt~!~t~

:

II Release the accessor
pI.A(’VPn:-:CJL
pIA”(’P:-;

n[-L-

l,IF<(”>w:-:et.–
//

t.,:til-le(:l,

Rt:]w:-:(j]tt~il!ei)

// GetData copies the rows into the local buffers,
// specified in the binding structures
associated
//

cache
PKJLL, !1, 1[)[) , &[: Rr;,w:n(”)l,

i (1,

-

handle

P.-iea:-ti(
Rel-’d:ne

[ i~ow]

, llAP(”’eS:nIOL-,

to pr_int the data

l~l[ldt,?

hw1-:i::*A(’(’eGnc>L

Release the session

( L-CJ1lROW:

performing
the type conversions
with the accessor

) ;

and the rowset
(]lA([”’e~7(”)L)

;

I ,
! ) ;

and DSO obiects
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L’f=l[ltlt,

i

) ;

&L-gli ROW:S) )

